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a b s t r a c t 

We implement the C-shaped sample test method and micro-cantilever beam testing to 

measure the local strength of microscopic, low-aspect-ratio ceramic particles, namely high- 

purity vapor grown α-alumina Sumicorundum 

® particles 15–30 μm in diameter, known to 

be attractive reinforcing particles for aluminum. Individual particles are shaped by focused 

ion beam micromachining so as to probe in tension a portion of the particle surface that 

is left unaffected by ion-milling. Mechanical testing of C-shaped specimens is done ex- 

situ using a nanoindentation apparatus, and in the SEM using an in-situ nanomechanical 

testing system for micro-cantilever beams. The strength is evaluated for each individual 

specimen using bespoke finite element simulation. Results show that, provided the particle 

surface is free of readily observable defects such as pores, twins or grain boundaries and 

their associated grooves, the particles can achieve local strength values that approach those 

of high-perfection single-crystal alumina whiskers, on the order of 10 GPa, outperforming 

high-strength nanocrystalline alumina fibers and nano-thick alumina platelets used in bio- 

inspired composites. It is also shown that by far the most harmful defects are grain bound- 

aries, leading to the general conclusion that alumina particles must be single-crystalline or 

alternatively nanocrystalline to fully develop their potential as a strong reinforcing phase 

in composite materials. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. 
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1. Introduction 

Particle fracture is well-known to be one of the primary causes for the premature failure of particulate composites

or multiphase alloys ( Babout et al., 2004; Beremin, 1981; Brechet et al., 1991; Ghosh and Moorthy, 1998; Gurland, 1972;

Lewandowski et al., 1989; Li et al., 1999; Llorca et al., 1993; Mummery et al., 1993; Mummery and Derby, 1994; Pandey

et al., 20 0 0; Scarber and Janowski, 20 01 ). It is also known, from both experiment ( Bonderer et al., 2008; Bouville et al.,

2014; Hauert et al., 2009a; Kouzeli et al., 2001; Krüger and Mortensen, 2014; Le Ferrand et al., 2015; Miserez et al., 2006,

20 04a, 20 04b; Miserez and Mortensen, 2004; Munch et al., 2008 ) and micromechanical theory ( Hauert et al., 2009b; Tekoglu

and Pardoen, 2010 ), that stronger, more ductile, and tougher particulate composites are produced if the intrinsic strength of

their particulate reinforcement is increased. 

It is in this light surprising that so little attention has been paid to quantifying the strength of hard particles used in

composites or found as coarse precipitates in alloys. One of the main reasons for this is that the strength of a particle is
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inherently difficult to measure since, unlike a fiber, it cannot be gripped. To date the strength distribution of particulate

reinforcements has generally been estimated indirectly, by coupling more or less elaborate micromechanical models of two-

phase composite material behavior with direct or indirect observations of particle fracture ( Babout et al., 2004; Brocken-

brough and Zok, 1995; Caceres and Griffiths, 1996; Eshelby, 1957; Hauert et al., 2009a; Kiser et al., 1996; Lewis and Withers,

1995; Li et al., 1999; Majumdar and Pandey, 20 0 0; Mochida et al., 1991; Wallin et al., 1986; Wang, 2004; Wang et al., 2003 )

or using X-ray and neutron diffraction to estimate average strains in reinforcing particles at the onset of particle cracking

( Coade et al., 1981; Finlayson et al., 2007; Mueller et al., 2008 ). 

Comparatively, only a few studies report direct measurements of the fracture stress in individual reinforcing particles.

Pioneering effort s can be f ound in Harris et al. (2007 ), Joseph et al. (2015 ), Ogiso et al. (2007 ), Webb and Forgeng (1958 )

and Yoshida et al. (2005) . Newer techniques give access to more direct measurements, free of extraneous flaws that were

often introduced in the particles in earlier methods. Recent developments in three-dimensional synchrotron X-ray diffraction

enable now the determination of micrometer-scale grain-resolved elastic strains within multiphase materials ( Sedmák et al.,

2016 ); however, to the best of our knowledge this technique has not been used to measure the local stress at fracture

in reinforcing particles. Another recent method used to measure the strength of individual microscopic particles combines

focused ion beam machining (FIB) with microscopic particle bending tests ( Feilden et al., 2017; Mueller et al., 2016 ). This

approach provides access to unambiguous strength data of individual reinforcement particles; however, it is only suitable

for particles of relatively high-aspect ratio, i.e., for fibers or platelets. 

We present here an alternative micromechanical testing approach, which also uses FIB-shaped samples and measures the

local strength, directly and free of micromilling artifacts, in the surface region of particles of almost any convex shape. The

approach is inspired from the parallel problem of mechanical characterization of ceramic bearings ( Strobl et al., 2014; Su-

pancic et al., 2009; Wereszczak et al., 2007a, 2007b ), which we have recently extended to the microscale and demonstrated

by measuring the local strength of strong and brittle reinforcing fibers embedded in a metal ( Žagar et al., 2015 ). Here we

extend this approach towards testing microscopic particulate composite reinforcements of irregular shape and low aspect

ratio. Specifically, we report here observations of directly determined strength measurements conducted on Sumicorundum 

®

(Sumitomo Chemical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) alumina particles of diameter in the range 15–30 μm, which have been shown

to provide superior reinforcement in infiltrated aluminum- or copper-based metal matrix composites ( Kouzeli et al., 2001;

Krüger and Mortensen, 2014; Miserez et al., 2006, 2004a; Miserez and Mortensen, 2004 ). As will be seen, the measured

strength of the alumina particles can be higher than what is measured for high-strength nanocrystalline alumina fibers, or

in alumina platelets a few hundred nanometers thick that have been used in bio-inspired composites. Their strength ap-

proaches that of high-perfection alumina whiskers and microcrystals where specific defects are absent. We identify those

specific defects as: (i) grain boundaries and grain boundary grooves, (ii) micropores and (iii) other shape irregularities. We

show that random grain boundaries are particularly deleterious to the strength of alumina particles, leading to an overall

conclusion that alumina has great potential as a particulate reinforcement in composite materials provided it is (i) smooth

in shape and (ii) single- or nano-crystalline. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Material 

Particles investigated in this work were high-purity α-alumina particles (AA-18, Sumicorundum 

® grade) produced by

Sumitomo Chemical Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) by in-situ chemical vapor deposition. The typical particle size is between 15 and

30 μm ( Uchida et al., 1995 ). XRD analysis performed in our laboratory confirmed that the particles are entirely of α-alumina.

Chemical analysis provided by the manufacturer states as main impurities Si ( < 50 ppm), Fe ( < 20 ppm), Na ( < 15 ppm), Mg

( < 10 ppm), and Cu ( < 10 ppm). The as-received powder particles have polyhedral shapes and consist generally of (i) single

crystal particles with a low aspect ratio or (ii) particles consisting of two or more polyhedral crystallites linked along a

grain boundary, which forms a groove at the particle surface. By investigating 200 SEM images of random Sumicorundum

particles from this study, we estimate that roughly half of all the particles are single-crystalline while the other half is made

of two or more crystallites forming grain-boundary grooves. 

2.2. Micromechanical testing 

2.2.1. C-shaped particle test method 

To measure the local strength of the particles we extend to particles the approach presented in Žagar et al. (2015) . The

approach requires having particles partially embedded in a matrix that holds each particle in place during load application.

To this end, a Sumicorundum particle – polymer matrix composite with a low fraction of the alumina particles (a few

percent) was produced. The polymer matrix was then deep-etched, or alternatively in one specimen it was cracked, so as to

cause particles partially embedded in the matrix to protrude by several micrometers out of the matrix. To prevent sample

charging the FIB/SEM and to protect the surface of particles from FIB damage and/or redeposition, the sample with partially

embedded particles was coated with ≈ 40 μm of thermally evaporated carbon. Selected particles were FIB milled to form a

C-shaped particle specimen, outlined in Fig. 1 and featuring (i) two parallel and roughly vertical sides, (ii) a wide rectangular

notch machined with the beam oriented perpendicular to the previously machined sides, and (iii) a roof situated at the top
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a C-shaped particle test. (a) A polyhedral Sumicorundum particle partially embedded in a polymer matrix is (b) FIB 

machined into a C-shape configuration, and then tested in compression to bend a ligament of rectangular cross-section. The back surface of the ligament 

is left unaffected by the FIB milling operation, by design of the machining process and by coating the particle surface with a layer of weak carbon ≈40 nm 

thick. The roof machined at the top of the particle defines the load application line. (c) Sketch of a notched specimen with dimensions defined. (d) As 

a result of the machining process, the roof and notch side are oriented at a shallow angle ( < 5 °) with respect to the matrix free surface normal (see 

Appendix ), such that the roof-edge and indenter can be aligned using a tilt stage so as to be parallel in the nanoindentation apparatus prior to testing. 

(e) Once the notched specimen is loaded by applying a vertical displacement (along the z -axis), the roof slides laterally along the flat indenter surface, 

introducing a measurable friction force in the lateral direction (along the x -axis). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of the particle cut parallel to the notch. The wide rectangular notch is machined in such a way that one of its sides is

aligned parallel with a selected facet of the polyhedral particle ( Fig. 1 a). This, together with the two FIB milled sidewalls

and the vertical portion of the machined C-notch, forms what we call hereafter the ligament of C-shaped particle specimens.

This ligament has a rectangular cross-section ( Fig. 1 b). 

This FIB-machined C-shaped specimen, sketched in Fig. 1 c, is then tested using a TI 950 TriboIndenter TM (Hysitron Corp.,

Minneapolis, MN, USA) nanoindentation apparatus equipped with a ≈10 μm tip diameter flat-end diamond probe and with

a 3D OmniProbe TM transducer capable of measuring vertical and lateral force simultaneously. Prior to testing, the roof of

the C-shaped specimen is aligned parallel to the 3D OmniProbe flat-end diamond probe using a tilt stage fixed on the

nanoindenter base stage ( Fig. 1 d). As the C-shaped particle specimen is loaded vertically by the flat-end diamond probe, its

ligament bends, causing the appearance of high tensile stresses along the back-surface of the ligament. While the ligament

bends, the specimen roof moves laterally and slides along the flat-end diamond probe, causing the appearance of a lateral

friction force between the edge of the roof and the diamond. Using a multidirectional nanoindentation probe this lateral

force was measured, to derive a friction coefficient, which was taken into account in data analysis ( Fig. 1 e); see also Ref.

( Žagar et al., 2015 ). Further details of the C-shaped particle test are provided in the Appendix . 

Besides particles with a flat facet and free of any visible defects, several particles containing flaws of different nature

along the ligament back surface to be subjected to tension during the test were prepared. These included particles with

twinned jagged surfaces, and particles with grain boundary grooves; the latter were found to exert a particularly deleterious

effect on the local particle strength. In a few additional specimens, the back-surface of the ligament was also FIB-machined

in order to (i) compare strength results against specimens with an outer ligament surface in pristine (FIB unaffected) condi-

tion, (ii) probe the strength governed by pores revealed during sample preparation or (iii) determine the strength of particles

containing a grain boundary free of the groove that is generally associated with the emergence along a free surface of such

a grain boundary. 

2.2.2. Micrometric bend beams 

An alternative approach is to carve microscopic cantilever beams out of individual particles. This approach is suitable

if one wishes to probe facets or features along a particle surface that is oriented roughly parallel to the polymer matrix

free surface. Two such cantilever beams, both containing a grain boundary groove at the junction of two grain facets, were

machined and tested. A sketch of the cantilever beam configuration used in this work, showing sample dimension defini-

tions, is given in Fig. 2 . In both cantilever specimens the top surface of the cantilever beam, subject to tension during the

test, was left unaffected by FIB milling. These beams were then mechanically tested in-situ in the SEM using a FemtoTools

FT-NMT03 Nanomechanical Testing System (Buchs-ZH, Switzerland) similarly to the tests exposed for Si particles in alu-

minum in Mueller et al. (2017) . Further details of particle cantilever beam specimen preparation and testing are given in

the Appendix . 
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Fig. 2. (a) A partially embedded Sumicorundum particle containing a grain boundary is (b) FIB milled to form a micro-cantilever that contains the grain 

boundary. The top surface of the micro-cantilever subject to tension during mechanical testing is left in its pristine condition, meaning unaffected by FIB. 

(c) Sketch of a cantilever beam geometry used in the work with definition of relevant dimensions. The edge defined by angle δ is formed where two 

particle facets meet. The dashed line represents the simplified beam geometry in which the geometry-related stress concentration is eliminated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3. Finite Element (FE) simulation 

The material forming the Sumicorundum alumina particles is α-alumina, which is an anisotropic material characterized

by six elastic constants. Because the exact crystal orientation of each particle was not determined, we assimilated the par-

ticles to an isotropic material having the orientation-averaged Young’s modulus, E = 400 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio, ν= 0.25,

of polycrystalline alumina ( Dörre and Hübner, 1984; Wachtman et al., 1960 ). The sensitivity of the computed stress fields

on the range of values for the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio (realistic upper and lower bounds of alumina) is on the

order of 5% of the computed value; see the Supplementary information. 

Each individual C-shaped test specimen was simulated by means of a bespoke quasi-static two-dimensional plane-strain

Finite element model (FEM), implemented in the Abaqus/Standard 

TM 6.11 software (Dassault Systèmes, Providence, RI, USA);

see Fig. 7 a. The bottom surface of the visible part of the particle that is sticking out of the polymer was constrained by an

encastre boundary condition (all displacements and rotations are zero). The loading was prescribed at the roof edge with

vertical F z and lateral F x force values measured in the experiment. The FEM analysis included non-linear geometric effects

(big displacements). Elements used for discretization of the particles were 2nd order quadrilaterals (CPE8). 

The 2D model, for one particular C-shaped specimen of representative geometry, was compared against a more realistic

three-dimensional (3D) model of the same geometry (see Fig 7 b). The 3D model consists of the alumina particle embedded

within an isotropic, linear elastic polymer-like matrix of Young’s modulus ∼1 GPa (this value was inferred from an inde-

pendent nanoindentation experiment conducted by ourselves on the polymer used to fix the particles). The Poisson’s ratio

of our polymer matrix was not determined; however, calculations show that its effect on the stress distribution within the

particle ligament is negligible; thus we use a default value of 0.25. The interface between the particle and the matrix was

considered as being a fully coupled (tie) contact. The bottom of the matrix was encastred. Elements used in discretizing the

particle and the matrix in the 3D model were second order bricks, C3D20 and C3D20R, respectively. 

The two cantilever beam tests were analyzed by means of 3D cantilever finite element models reconstructed from the

geometrical measurements of samples. Both cantilever beam parts that represent in reality different alumina particles (of

possible different orientation) were assimilated to the same effectively isotropic alumina material described above. Can-

tilever beams and supports to which the cantilevers are attached were modeled using C3D20 and C3D20R elements, respec-

tively. A more refined mesh was constructed near the location of particle boundary and near the cantilever’s fixed ends.

Only the portion of the cantilever from the fixed point up to the point of the load application was considered in the model.

Loading was produced by prescribing the vertical point load at the free cantilever end, the force at which (load at failure)

is measured by experiments. The bottom of the support was fixed by encastre boundary condition. 

Tested cantilever specimens both contained a grain-boundary where two facets meet forming an edge-like feature at

the top surface, situated a few hundred nanometers from the beam support and characterized by the angle δ ( Fig. 2 ). The

presence of the edge results in a local stress concentration ( δ > 180 °) or dip in stress ( δ < 180 °) along the beam top surface.

The effect of this edge can be assimilated to that of a notch or protrusion. To evaluate the strength of tested beams with

the edge assimilated to a geometrical flaw, we employed a simplified model in which the beam’s top surface was taken to

be entirely flat by extending the top portion of the beam on the left-hand side of the edge towards the cantilever support

( δ = 180 °); this is also sketched in Fig. 2 c. The model then gives the nominal stress state along the beam surface treated

as a flat surface along which the geometrical stress concentration site is but one of a variety of possible failure-producing

flaws. 
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Fig. 3. C-shaped particle test of a typical single-crystalline Sumicorundum AA-18 particle with the ligament back-surface in pristine condition, free of FIB 

damage and apparent defects (Category I, Specimen I-4). (a) SEM image of a polymer-matrix composite sample with particles partially embedded in the 

matrix after deep-etching. SEM images of the selected particle (b) before and (c) after FIB machining. (d) Vertical and lateral force vs. vertical-displacement 

response of the notched particle during the test. (e) SEM image of the particle after the test and (f) close-up of the fracture surface with an arrow indicating 

the apparent failure initiation location suggested by river-markings observed on the fracture surface. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Mechanical testing 

The deep-etching sample preparation procedure provided a number of partially embedded particles situated far enough

from neighboring particles to be readily available for FIB machining. Fracturing the polymer composite provided on the

other hand only a few partially embedded particles ready for FIB milling. This was mainly due to the partial sedimentation

of particles at the bottom of the sample during polymer curing. Therefore, only one tested particle in this work was prepared

by the fracturing method. The polymer-particle interface was found to be sufficiently strong to keep particles in place while

performing the mechanical tests. 

Apart from grain boundary grooves, Sumicorundum particles do not contain readily observable flaws along their surface.

Cutting particles by FIB-milling during sample preparation revealed, however, that some particles contain pores of diameter

in the range from a few tens to a few hundred nanometers. Pores were observed within individual crystallites as well as

along alumina grain boundaries. 

In total, seventeen (17) C-shaped particle specimens and two (2) in-situ SEM micro-cantilever beams were tested to

fracture; specifics of each specimen are provided in the Supplementary information. Based on the flaws observed before

or after testing and the state of the ligament back-surface, the tested specimens were catalogued into the following six

categories: we have tested 

(i) five specimens of single crystal particles with the ligament in pristine condition, free of any visible defect (Category I)

( Fig. 3 b), 

ii) two specimens of single crystal particles with the ligament free of any visible defects and FIB machined from all sides

including the ligament back-surface (Category II) ( Fig. 5 a), 

ii) three specimens of single crystal particles featuring a pore along the ligament (Category III) ( Fig. 5 b), 

v) one particle with a twinned jagged ligament back-surface (Category IV) ( Fig. 5 c), 

v) five specimens of polycrystalline particles with all sides machined using the FIB ( Fig 6 a), including the ligament back-

surface, and containing a grain boundary oriented roughly normal to the principal tensile stress direction during the test

(Category V) and 

i) one C-shaped particle specimen and two micro-cantilever specimens containing a grain boundary groove along a liga-

ment surface that was left unaffected by focused ion beam milling (Category VI) ( Fig 6 b). 

Fig. 3 summarizes the course of a typical C-shaped particle test, conducted on a specimen of Category I; namely, a

single-crystalline particle with its ligament free tensile surface left in pristine condition without any visible defects. Fig. 3 a

represents an overview of the polymer matrix composite after deep etching with the “piranha solution” followed by carbon

coating. Partially embedded Sumicorundum alumina particles are readily observable. The selected polyhedral particle for C-

shape testing exhibiting a flat facet oriented roughly vertical to the polymer free surface is highlighted in the figure. Fig. 3 b
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Fig. 4. Summary of cantilever beam testing of a Sumicorundum AA-18 particle containing a grain-boundary groove (Category VI, specimen VI-3). SEM mi- 

crographs of (a) selected particle before and (b) after FIB machining. (c) Three frames during the in-situ SEM test using nanomechanical testing instrument 

equipped with sharp tungsten needle. (d) Close-up of the fracture surface of the beam after the test with arrows indicating two observed pores in the 

fracture surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and c represent the selected particle before and after FIB machining, respectively. The vertical force – vertical displacement

as well as lateral force – vertical displacement response recorded during the test, shown in Fig. 3 d, exhibit a hysteresis

loop produced during one load–unload cycle before the force was ramped up until failure occurred. The hysteresis is due to

sliding of the specimen’s roof along the flat-end diamond indenter; this is characteristic of the C-shaped sample test method,

see Ref. Žagar et al. (2015) . The value of the friction coefficient, defined as the measured ratio F x / F z , was approximately 0.09.

A sudden drop in load and jump in displacement are indicative of specimen failure. 

The relatively low loads at which the ligament breaks does not produce extensive shattering of the ligament; hence,

fractographic examination of the samples could usually be performed ( Fig. 3 e,f). The specimen in Fig. 3 f exhibited a heavily

faceted fracture surface with no apparent flaw. A pattern of radial ridges observed around the area indicated by the white

arrow in the figure suggests that failure initiated near or at the indicated spot. This is an important observation as the

failure did not initiate in one of the FIB-machined corners; rather, failure had its origin at or near the surface unaffected by

FIB micromaching. 

Of the other Category I specimens, one (Specimen I-1) led to a similar conclusion, namely that failure initiated away

from the FIB-affected ligament surface. The other three Category I specimens could not be examined for fractography be-

cause the fracture surface was situated below the specimen ligament, with the crack trajectory connecting the bottom corner

of the specimen rectangular notch with the surface of the particle on the other end (see Fig. S1a,b in the Supplementary

information). This indicates that failure initiated either at (i) a greater flaw remote from the region of peak stress, situated

along or just under the specimen surface below the ligament or (ii) along the highly stressed ligament surface followed by

subsequent initiation and growth of secondary cracks, possibly emanating from roots of the notch corners where the com-

paratively small radius of curvature of few hundred nanometers (typically 20 0 nm–50 0 nm) is likely to have concentrated

post-fracture stress waves, leading to a loss of the original fracture surface. Two observations suggest that option (ii) is more

plausible. First, we have observed no sign of a bigger flaw in the remaining fracture surfaces and secondly, in the specimens

that broke within the ligament, we observed the presence of microcracks having their origin in the bottom corner of the

specimen notch, which grew for a few hundreds of nanometers towards the other end, along a direction such that they

would end below the actual ligament were their growth to continue across the specimen, giving the specimen remainder

the shape that was observed in the last three Category I specimens (see Fig. S1c,d in the Supplementary information). 

Fig. 4 summarizes the preparation and mechanical testing of one of the micro-cantilever beam specimens. Fig. 4 a and

b display the selected particle before and after FIB machining, respectively. The beam was machined such that the grain

boundary is contained within the beam and is oriented roughly perpendicular to the beam longitudinal axis (Category VI).

The grain boundary groove was left roughly 2 μm away from the beginning of the support. Fig. 4 c represents three frames

from the recorded video of the test; the beginning of the test, the beam loaded just before failure, and the specimen after

failure. One part of the fractured beam is missing because it was ejected during the test (due to the sudden release of

stored elastic energy). The testing instrument recorded the load at which the beam failed. The load–displacement response

was linear until failure, which was manifest as a sudden drop in load. 

Fig. 4 d displays the fracture surface after the test. The fracture surface is very different from the other fracture surfaces

of tested single-crystalline particles: it is smooth throughout the whole surface, indicating that the crack propagated within

the grain boundary. The test also reveals the profile of the grain boundary along the beam cross-section: as seen, it is not

perfectly flat. It was impossible to identify the fracture initiation site on this almost featureless fracture surface. Two flaws,

one smaller pore ≈ 300 nm in diameter and one elongated pore (partially cut by FIB machining) with its size on the order of

1 μm, were observed. The bigger pore was located in the portion of the beam that was in compression. Examples of tested

particles from other categories, along with fractography, are documented in Figs. 5 and 6 . 

An example of a fully FIB-machined single crystalline specimen (Category II) is shown in Fig. 5 a1–a3. The surface crys-

tallographic orientation was kept the same as the original pristine surface by FIB milling the ligament back-surface with FIB

beam oriented parallel to the original surface. The fracture surface was, as for Category I specimens, heavily faceted with
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Fig. 5. Overview of tested representative specimens from (a) Category II (II-1), (b) Category III (III-1), and (c) Category IV (IV-1). (a1-2) A few hundred 

nanometers of pristine ligament back-surface were milled away with the focused ion beam parallel to the original surface. (a3) Radial ridges observed on 

the fracture surface suggest fracture initiation (arrow). (b1) A pore ≈800 nm in diameter (arrow) was revealed while machining the sides. (b2) The outer 

ligament surface was also FIB machined in order to locate the pore close to the ligament surface where the tensile stress peaks during the consequent 

mechanical test. (b3) Close-up of the fracture surface after the test with fractographical features suggesting that the pore was indeed the origin of the 

failure. (c1) Twinned surface specimen before and (c2) after FIB machining with visible re-deposition of material on the ligament back-surface. (c3) The 

same specimen after the test with its fracture surface: re-deposited material has delaminated during the mechanical testing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

radial ridges indicating the site of failure initiation. Additionally, two microcracks could be observed after the test on the

ligament back-surface close to the failure initiation oriented roughly at 45 ° to the horizontal plane of the ligament. 

Fig. 5 b1–b3 shows a Category III particle containing a pore approximately 800 nm in diameter along the specimen’s

ligament surface. The pore was exposed during the FIB machining of one of the side edges of the particle, during the initial

stage of the C-shaped specimen preparation ( Fig. 5 b1). The back surface of the specimen ligament was then FIB machined in

order to locate the pore close to its surface subjected to tension during the test. Fractography revealed that particle failure

most likely initiated from the pore, and the fracture surface exhibited steps as in the previous single-crystalline particles

of Category I and II. Another example of a tested particle containing a pore is presented in Fig. S2 in the Supplementary

information. In that sample, the pore was only revealed after the test, as it was fully contained within the ligament (note

that therefore the material in and near the pore free surface, where the failure initiated, was not exposed to FIB milling). 

Fig. 5 c1–c3 presents a tested particle with a twinned, jagged, surface. Redeposition of material after milling on the back-

surface of the ligament is evident. After mechanical testing the redeposition layer was absent: it had apparently delaminated,

suggesting that the carbon layer played its role in providing a weak interface between the particles and any redeposited

material. The fracture surface exhibits again crystallographic steps. 

Fig. 6 a1–a3 displays a tested polycrystalline Sumicorundum alumina particle having one grain-boundary with its plane

roughly parallel to the polymer free surface. The back-surface of the ligament containing the grain boundary was machined

flat by ion-milling, so as to eliminate the grain boundary groove and associated stress concentration. This specimen belongs

to Category V. Similar to the Category VI micro-cantilever beam specimen, the fracture surface is very smooth and feature-

less throughout the whole surface, indicating that the crack propagated within the grain boundary. A minute pore with a

diameter of approximately 200 nm was observed and located in the region of the ligament cross-section that was under

compression during the test; therefore, it is unlikely that failure initiated there. 
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Fig. 6. Overview of tested representative specimens from (a) Category V (V-3) and (b) Category VI (VI-1). (a1) A specimen with a grain-boundary oriented 

roughly horizontal to the free-surface of the polymer matrix and (a2) contained in the ligament with all four sides machined by FIB and therefore a 

flat ligament back surface (without grain-boundary groove). (b1) The only C-shape specimen from the Category VI with a grain boundary groove. (b2) 

Specimen contained the grain boundary within its ligament after FIB machining. Compared to the other two specimens from Category VI tested in the 

cantilever beam configuration, the grain boundary extends only through a portion of the ligament cross-section; see (b3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 b1–b3 shows the tested C-shape specimen containing a FIB unaffected grain-boundary groove. The grain that formed

the grain boundary groove visible along the surface was much smaller than the rest of the particle, and hence essentially

represented an inclusion. As a consequence the fracture surface displays a combination of (i) heavily faceted region of the

parent single-crystalline particle and (ii) smooth featureless surface typical of a fractured grain boundary. EDX analysis did

not reveal any chemical composition difference of the inclusion grain. 

3.2. FEM analysis 

3.2.1. C-shaped particle test analysis 

Fig. 7 a displays a simplified 2D plane-strain model of a representative C-shaped test specimen, together with its dimen-

sions (I-2). Fig. 7 b represents the same particle simulated using a Full 3D FE model that includes the portion of the particle

embedded in the polymer matrix. Fig. 7 c shows the vertical force – vertical displacement from the experiment together

with the response from the 2D and 3D models of the same C-shape specimen. The curve predicted by a second 3D model is

also included: with this model, the (3D) emerging portion of the sample is fully clamped at the bottom where it enters the

polymer matrix, such that it has the same boundary condition as the 2D model. As seen, both fully clamped (2D and 3D)

models come close to one another (such that simplifying the 3D beam as a 2D plane strain beam has little importance), and

exhibit a somewhat stiffer force–displacement response compared to the experimental curve. Modeling the polymer matrix

and embedding the 3D model in it, the resulting force-displacement response shifts downwards and follows relatively well

the experimental curve. It is now slightly more compliant; however, the agreement also for the 2D model is satisfactory,

considering simplifications made, such as the somewhat simplified geometry of the bottom of the particle and the approx-

imation used for the size of the particle portion that is embedded in the matrix. More importantly, the sensitivity of the

computed stress field on the exact model used (2D vs. 3D) was found to be negligible: a full 3D representation of the stress

field and including the polymeric matrix in the simulation matters more in computing the overall particle compliance than

it does in computing its peak stress distribution. Fig. 7 d compares the distribution of the first principal stress along the

mid-plane of the ligament back surface from the two models at the moment of failure. As is evident, the stress distribution

is insensitive to the model used, and the simplified 2D plane-strain model provides an equally good stress analysis along

the particle ligament free surface as the more realistic but also more complex 3D model. This result also indicates that most

of the extra compliance in the force–displacement response between the two models comes from an elastic vertical sink-in

of the specimen into the polymer, rather than from rotation of the specimen around the y -axis, as this would affect the

bending moment from the applied forces, inducing in turn a visible redistribution of the stress in the ligament. 

3.2.2. In-situ bend beam analysis 

The two tested specimens contained two facets forming an edge (see Figs. 4 and 8 ). By considering the edge as a geo-

metric flaw we estimated the nominal strength of the present specimen material. To this end, we used a simplified beam
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Fig. 7. FEM simulation of a C-shaped specimen test with representative particle dimensions (I-2). (a) Simplified 2D plane strain FEM model of the particle 

with dimensions visible by imaging from its side and with encastre boundary condition at its bottom. (b) The full 3D FEM model of the same particle takes 

into account the portion of the particle embedded in the polymer matrix. (c) The load–displacement curves from (blue) experiment, (dashed-green) the 

3D FEM model including the polymer matrix, (dotted-red) the 2D plane-strain FEM model, and 3D model with the same boundary conditions as for the 

2D model. A loop in the experimental curve represents one load–unload cycle conducted before the displacement was ramped-up all the way to failure. 

(d) Comparison of the distribution of the maximum (tensile) principal stress along the ligament outer surface of the full 3D and 2D FEM model loaded 

with the pair of vertical and lateral force ( F x , F z ) measured at the moment of failure in the experiment. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

Fig. 8. FEM model of the cantilever beam from Fig. 4 with visible grain-boundary groove. (a) Dimensions used to produce (b) the 3D FEM model. Note 

that the simplified beam geometry was used with the beam’s top surface flat as outlined in Section 2.2.2 ( Fig. 2 ). The strength of the specimen evaluated 

as the first principal stress at the position of the grain-boundary groove was 2.3 GPa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

model, as exposed in Section 2.2.2 , in which the beam top surface was taken to be entirely flat ( Fig. 8 ). By doing this, calcu-

lated stresses in the beam just past the edge on the right-hand side are not representative; however, on the left-hand side

and in the region surrounding the grain boundary and edge (this being where failure took place) the simplified model gives

representative nominal stresses within the beam, which were computed as the beam failure stress. 

3.3. Strength measurement results 

In the vast majority of the tested specimens we could observe a fracture surface or even the origin of failure ( Fig. 3 f).

Hence, we often know approximately the position along the bent ligament or cantilever beam of the spot where failure

initiated. We have therefore evaluated the specimen strength as the value of the first principal stress obtained from FEM

simulations at the moment of failure at that location, that is for maximum measured vertical, and lateral force, in C-shaped

specimens, or maximum applied force in cantilever beams, at the position of the observed failure. Note that, as the first

principal stress distribution along the C-shape specimen bent ligament changes only marginally ( Fig. 7 d), the error intro-
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Fig. 9. Summary of results obtained by testing C-shape and micro-cantilever beam specimens of Sumicorundum alumina particles. The vertical axis of the 

plot represents the first principal stress present in the vicinity of the observed fracture initiation at the moment of failure. Specimens are sorted along 

the horizontal axis by category. Two fully black circles for Category I represent specimens for which the fracture surface could be observed and for which 

the stress in the vicinity of the observed failure is reported, while the three gray circles represent specimens for which the fracture surface was likely not 

apparent; for these three specimens, the reported failure stress value is the peak first principal stress in the ligament at the moment of failure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

duced due to the imprecision in the determination of failure position is smaller than the error due to imprecisions in the

measurement of specimen dimensions (less than 10%). 

The strength measurement results are presented in Fig. 9 . The results are sorted along the horizontal axis of the plot

according to the specimen category, while the y -axis represents the value of the measured strength for each sample. Based

on a sensitivity analysis the reported strength values are precise within 20%, which defines magnitudes of the error bars. 

As mentioned previously, in three C-shape specimens of Category I (pristine surface) the site of the failure could not

be determined, visibly due to the initiation and propagation of secondary cracks. Hence, for these three specimens, not

knowing the exact failure initiation site, we took simply the peak value of the first principal stress within the ligament at

the moment of failure as the failure stress. The results from these three specimens are indicated in the plot using the color

gray. Measured strength values are also given in Tables S1 and S2 in the Supplementary information. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Precision of data 

Most of the present specimens were prepared by deep etching a polymer composite containing Sumicorundum alumina

particles, using the so-called “piranha solution”. This raises the question of a potential effect on alumina properties of the

etching procedure; we investigated the matter by means of nanoindentation. The reduced modulus of polished Sumicorun-

dum alumina particles embedded in a matrix of copper was evaluated before and after exposure of the alumina surface to

the etchant for durations similar to those used in sample preparation. No significant difference was found in the nanoin-

dentation behavior between particles with or without exposure. Results are given in Supplementary information, Section S5.

Moreover, the alumina particle obtained by cleaving the epoxy matrix gave a similar result as particles that were subjected

to etching. A similar comparison of alumina nanoindentation properties before and after exposure to the etchant was addi-

tionally performed using samples of dense alumina (to preclude any effect of the matrix); again results showed no influence

of the etching procedure on the properties of the alumina phase along its surface. 

We do not expect significant plastic deformation to have taken place in our tests, justifying the use of elasticity in me-

chanical analysis of the samples’ deformation. This is substantiated by (i) the absence of any hysteresis in unload–reload

loops that were conducted up to roughly 5 GPa of applied stress in tested C-shape specimens (a representative load–

displacement curve is shown in Fig. 3 d), (ii) the absence within the fractured ligaments of signs of large scale plasticity

such as slip bands (iii) the absence in the literature of hard evidence for room-temperature plasticity in alumina at or be-

low stresses (compressive or tensile) around 10 GPa. In more detail, one study ( Montagne et al., 2014 ) reported plasticity in

FIB machined alumina micropillars at room temperature to be initiated only at uniaxial compressive stresses above 11 GPa.

In another study ( Wang et al., 2013 ) no significant dislocation activity was observed in nanometric alumina whiskers tested

in bending in-situ in the TEM, up to the theoretical strength of sapphire, near 40 GPa. 

The sensitivity of the computed stress field on principal test parameters, namely notched specimen geometry, possible

misalignments and values of elastic constants used in the model, was analyzed by performing a series of calculations in

which each parameter was perturbed by a finite amount, one parameter at a time, starting with the reference configuration

of measured dimensions of a typical representative specimen. Details are presented in the Supplementary information; the

conclusion is that errors in measurements of dimensions, misalignments and other parameters combined can lead strength
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values reported here to be over- or under-estimated by up to 20% of the reported values. Those are therefore magnitudes of

the error bars used in Fig. 9 . 

4.2. Near-theoretical strength in pristine particle regions 

Measured strength values for Sumicorundum alumina particles, between 9 and 16 GPa in pristine Category I specimens,

are consistent with strength results reported for nearly perfect single crystal α-alumina whiskers. These values exceed what

is reported for (flaw-dominated) nanocrystalline high-strength alumina fibers ( Wilson, 1997; Žagar et al., 2015 ) or for a few

hundred nanometer thick alumina platelets used in bio-inspired composites ( Feilden et al., 2017 ). 

More specifically, reported strengths of high-perfection α-alumina whiskers in air at room temperature, for whiskers of

radius ca. 3 μm prepared using different methods (wet hydrogen process or vapor condensation method), typically lie be-

tween 7 and 14 GPa ( Bayer and Cooper, 1967a; Brenner, 1962; Regester et al., 1967 ). Similar values, 7–12 GPa, were reported

for α-alumina needles of comparable size ( Webb and Forgeng, 1958 ). No prominent dependence of the alumina microcrystal

strength on crystal orientation has been reported in the literature, although in one study somewhat higher strength values

for A-type ( 〈 hk.0 〉 ) whiskers were reported compared to C-type ( 〈 0 0 01 〉 ) whiskers ( Regester et al., 1967 ). Alumina strengths

higher than those reported in this study or for microscopic whiskers were achieved only for alumina whiskers a few tens of

nanometers in diameter ( Wang et al., 2013 ). The reported strength of these nanoscale whiskers is on the order of 40 GPa and

are consistent with the theoretical strength of alumina ( Wiederhorn, 1969 ). The study of Wang et al. (2013) also justifies the

use of the purely elastic analysis as these authors did not detect any significant plastic deformation for alumina whiskers

approaching theoretical strength in bending. 

The measured average local strength of the pristine particle specimens and whiskers of comparable size, on the order of

10 GPa, translate to a critical defect in the shape of a half penny-shape surface crack of radius c = 50–60 nm, if one uses

the linear elastic fracture mechanics expression c = ( 
K IC 

Y ·σ0 
) 2 with a fracture toughness, K IC , of single-crystal α-alumina in the

range 2.5–3 MPa m 

1/2 ( Dörre and Hübner, 1984 ) and a geometric factor, Y = 0 . 66 · √ 

π for a half-penny shape surface flaw of

negligible size with respect to the size of the specimen. Such flaws are at the limit of today’s capabilities of SEM imaging,

and we were indeed not able to directly identify crack-initiating flaws in Category I particles. Only indirect fracture surface

features (river patterns) that pointed to the (featureless) location of failure initiation could be observed. Bayer and Cooper

(1967b) , based on the observation that whiskers with chemically polished and unpolished surface behave in qualitatively

similar manner when their fracture stress exceeds 8–10 GPa, suggested that such strong crystals may fail by crack nucleation

induced by dislocation motion (pile-up or dislocation interaction) regardless of the whisker orientation. This may rationalize

the fact that no apparent flaws could be observed on the fracture surfaces of Category I specimens in the present work. 

Fully FIB-milled specimens with no apparent defects (Category II) exhibited the same fracture stress as (pristine sur-

face) particles of Category I. This observation suggests that either (i) FIB-machining does not alter the nature of the failure

initiation of the present particles or alternatively that (ii) FIB-machining introduces such surface defects that the strength

of the particles is in the end the same as that of the pristine (FIB unaffected) surface. The FIB affected layer in alumina

irradiated by 30 kV Ga 3 + ions has been studied in HRTEM ( Norton et al., 2015 ), to find that the main FIB artifact is the

Ga-implantation of a thin 20 nm layer while the crystalline character of the lattice remains unchanged. The implantation

by Ga 3 + leads to high compressive residual stresses within the implanted layer, estimated to be on the order of 12–15 GPa

( Norton et al., 2015 ). Hence, failure initiation in the fully FIB machined specimens most probably takes place in the underly-

ing material unaffected by the focused ion beam, which in turn may be under considerable tension up to a certain distance

from the FIB affected surface in compression. The estimated critical defect size, on the order of 50 nm, is in any event larger

than the depth of the implanted layer. Hence, the observation that similar strength values are found in specimens with

pristine surfaces or fully FIB-machined specimens, is consistent with a scenario in which fracture nucleates at a flaw or

substructure-induced stress concentration site situated at some distance below the original particle surface. 

4.3. Strength-limiting defects 

One of the observed flaws present in the Sumicorundum alumina particles consisted in microscopic pores, a few tens to

a few hundred nanometers in diameter. As seen in Fig. 9 , the strength of specimens that contained pores was lower than

that of pristine surface specimens by a factor around 2. This is in excellent agreement with the known stress concentration

factor of surface or subsurface pores in a fully elastic body ( Xu et al., 2012 ). Here again the fact that similar strengths

were observed for two samples with pores present along their FIB-machined ligament back-surface and one specimen with

a subsurface pore unaffected by FIB (Fig. S2 in the Supplementary information) suggests that FIB damage did not affect

measured strength results in the present material. 

Another observed stress concentrator in the present particles is the presence of a jagged surface along some facets, the

origin of which is likely a series of parallel twins intersecting the particle free surface. One such tested C-shaped specimen

(IV-1) had a strength approximately two times lower than that of Category I specimens. A separate FEM analysis of Specimen

IV-1, modeled with a jagged surface and sharp corners of radius 0.2 μm, showed that the local stress concentration at the

root of the notch formed by twinned surface, can be up to 2.5 compared to a model with a flat ligament surface with an

average specimen width w . Simple stress concentration factors thus again explain the observed failure stress reduction. 
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Fig. 10. Strength values for Categories III, IV and VI corrected for the corresponding stress concentration factor, namely k t = 2 for spherical pores, k t ≈
2.5 for a jagged surface calculated from separate FEM simulation and approximately k t ≈ 2–3 for realistic geometry of the present grain boundary grooves 

from ( Pilkey and Pilkey, 2008 ). Measured values for Categories I, II and V with no visible defects are plotted along as partially transparent symbols. Note 

that the correction for the jagged surface sample is the value of maximum principal stress in the root of the twinned jagged surface notch; however, the 

exact location of failure (at the scale of the strong stress gradient around the notch root) is unknown, thus the value presented is an upper bound. In 

the case of grain boundary grooves, symbols represent correction with the average estimated stress concentration of 2.5 and the uncertainty in this factor 

(which can be between 2 and 3) translates into bigger error bars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most deleterious strength-limiting defect in Sumicorundum alumina particles is, by far, the grain boundary. All three

tested specimens (one in C-shape configuration and two micro-cantilever beams) from Category VI, which contained a grain

boundary groove along a surface unaffected by focused ion beam milling, exhibited strength values well below those re-

ported for Category I particles. The weakest specimen also contained a pore along the revealed grain boundary, and exhib-

ited a local strength value of approximately 2.3 GPa; this is roughly 5 times lower than the strength of Categories I and II

specimens. Separate estimations of the stress concentration due to the presence of the grain boundary grooves idealized as

notches with a measured values for the root radius and depth indicate that the corresponding stress concentration factor is

roughly 2–3 ( Pilkey and Pilkey, 2008 ): hence, the sole presence of grain boundary grooves does not explain the observed

drop in strength. To present this quantitatively, Fig. 10 shows the stress-concentration-corrected first principal stress at fail-

ure for specimens of Categories III (pores), IV (jagged surface), and VI (grain boundary grooves). As seen, all samples then

fall in a band of measured strength values between 8 and 16 GPa, exception made for some of the samples that contained a

grain boundary, which fall below that band. 

We have therefore performed separate tests on specimens containing individual grain boundaries within the C-shape

specimen ligament after machining off the grain boundary groove so as to leave the ligament back-surface flat, thus elimi-

nating the geometrical cause for stress concentration and essentially performing microscopic fracture test of randomly ori-

ented flat alumina bicrystals (sample Category V). The strength results exhibit a high variability, showing that the presence

of a grain boundary does not weaken the particle per se . Rather, in three out of five specimens, the measured strength was

essentially the same as for pristine Category I single crystal specimens; however, in two such specimens the strength fell

by a factor of more than five. Fig. 10 thus underlines the deleterious effect of grain boundaries on the intrinsic particle

strength. All single-crystalline particles exhibit comparable strengths when corrected for the stress concentrating effect of

the observed flaws, whereas for three out of eight particles containing a grain-boundary the stress-concentration-corrected

strength is significantly reduced. 

This shows first that grain boundaries are the most potent cause for the reduction in strength of Sumicorundum particles,

of greater potency than geometrical features that also exist along the surface of those particles. Results also show that the

strength of alumina bicrystals is strongly dependent on the crystal orientations; possible underlying reasons for this include

effects of (i) elastic anisotropy ( Gagorik et al., 1971; Peralta et al., 1993 ) and/or (ii) residual stresses due to thermal expansion

anisotropy ( Mar and Scott, 1970 ). 

5. Conclusion 

Microscopic C-shaped specimen and cantilever beam tests are developed to measure the local mechanical strength of

hard reinforcing particles of low-aspect ratio. The methods provide strength data free of FIB-induced damage, as the particle

surface probed in tension may be left pristine. Combining bespoke finite element analysis and fractography, the method

yields measurements of the local stress at the place of the fracture initiation with an estimated relative error of 20%, mainly

due to uncertainties in specimen dimensions and alignment. 
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The approach is used to measure the local strength of individual Sumicorundum α-alumina particles that were previously

shown to perform well as a reinforcement in metal matrix composites. The results show that alumina particles free of visible

defects exhibit very high local strength values, on the order of 10 GPa, similar to values measured on high-perfection alumina

whiskers of comparable size. 

When such particles contain microstructural flaws, namely micro-pores, surface irregularities, grain boundaries or grain

boundary grooves, their strength strongly diminishes. The relative drop in strength caused by pores and surface irregularities

is on the order of their associated stress concentration factor, near 2. The most detrimental observed flaws are associated

with grain boundaries; these can diminish the local particle strength more than fivefold, down to roughly 2 GPa. 

Pooling results, the study shows that the pathway to higher strength α-alumina particles is the elimination of grain

boundaries within the particles or alternatively the production of nanocrystalline particles, in which each grain boundary

represents but a small flaw. Should one of these be achieved it is possible that remarkably strong and tough metal matrix

composites could be produced. 
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Appendix. Details of specimen preparation and testing 

Carbon coating 

The sample of polymer with partially embedded particles was prior to FIB milling coated with thermally evaporated car-

bon using a Cressington 

TM Carbon Coater (Watford, England, UK). This produces a relatively weak (owing to low carbon ion

energies associated with thermal evaporation ( Lifshitz, 1999; Robertson, 1991; Robertson and O’Reilly, 1987 )) roughly 40 nm

thick carbon layer measured by the high resolution thickness monitor system MTM-10 (Cressington 

TM , Watford, England,

UK) supplied with the carbon coater. Although the partially embedded particles present a rather complicated topography,

their surface is in principle coated uniformly because evaporated carbon films are known to produce highly uniform de-

posits, even along surfaces that are hidden from lines of sight emanating from the carbon source ( Watt, 1985 ). 

C-shaped particle FIB machining 

FIB machining of partially-embedded and carbon-coated alumina particles was performed in a Zeiss NVision 

TM 40

(Oberkochen, Germany) dual beam (SEM/FIB) instrument using a 30 kV Ga 3 + ion beam. Micromachining was done in such a

way that one of the flat facets of the polyhedral particle to be tested was left intact and served as the back surface of the

tested C-shape specimen ligament. 

The FIB machining process, outlined in Fig. A1 , comprised the following steps: 

– First, roughly vertical (relative to the polymer matrix free surface to which the particle is embedded) sides of the to-be-

formed ligament are machined. This can be done either with the focused ion beam arriving roughly perpendicular to the
Fig. A1. Two ways to FIB machine a notched specimen from a polyhedral particle (a) partially embedded in a matrix to test in C-shape configuration, by 

bending a ligament of rectangular cross-section. The particle sides are first machined either (i) with a FIB beam roughly perpendicular to the free surface 

of the matrix (i-b) or (ii) sideways with the FIB beam at a shallow angle (26 °) (ii-b). The last step of a notched specimen preparation involves machining of 

the wide rectangular notch and single-edge roof, again using the FIB beam, oriented at a very shallow angle (2 °–5 °) roughly perpendicular to the previously 

machined sides which is identical for both milling strategies (i-c and ii-c). 
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polymer matrix free surface ( Fig. A1 (i-b)) or from an opposite side of the selected particle facet, at an incident angle of

roughly 26 ° with respect to the polymer matrix free surface (this being the minimum incident angle when a standard flat

SEM pin stub sample holder is used), Fig. A1 (ii-b). The advantage of machining at a shallow angle from the opposite side

of the to-be-tested ligament back-surface is that when the particle is FIB imaged (as is necessary to perform the milling

procedure) one does not expose the carbon-coated ligament surface to ions, thus eliminating any exposure to ions of

the probed surface. On the other hand, a redeposited layer, a few tens of nanometers thick, covering the facet surface is

formed in this configuration; protecting the particle, and separating its free surface from such redeposited material, was

another purpose of the carbon coating that was deposited prior to FIB machining. The formation of a redeposition layer

over the selected facet is avoided when machining with a roughly vertical beam incident angle. In this configuration, a

small dose of Ga 3 + may reach the surface of the selected facet during imaging with the focused ion beam; here again

the carbon coating protects the facet surface. 

– Secondly, a wide rectangular notch is FIB-machined with the beam oriented perpendicular to the previously machined

sides (see Fig. A1 (i-c) and A1 (ii-c)). To this end, the particle-containing sample is mounted on a 45 ° pin stub sample

holder to allow the incident FIB beam to be almost parallel (typically within + 3 ° to + 4 °) to the polymer matrix free

surface. 

– Finally, a roof situated at the top of the particle and eccentrically placed with respect to the machined ligament is cut,

parallel to the notch. The roofline serves as an unambiguous load-line when testing the machined particles using a flat-

end diamond tip in an instrumented nanoindeter. FIB currents used ranged from 6.5 nA in initial rough-milling steps

down to 1.5 nA in the last milling steps. Prior to testing, each specimen was examined in the SEM in order to measure

its characteristic dimensions. 

Mechanical testing of individual FIB machined particles was carried out using a TI 950 TriboIndenter TM (Hysitron Corp.,

Minneapolis, MN, USA) nanoindentation apparatus equipped with (i) a low-load transducer fitted with a sharp ( ≈1 μm of

tip radius) conospherical diamond probe suitable also for Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) and (ii) a 3D OmniProbe TM

transducer capable of measuring vertical and lateral force simultaneously with a ≈10 μm tip diameter flat-end diamond

probe. Prior to testing, the sample containing FIB machined specimens was mounted on top of a single-axis goniometric

tilt stage fixed on the nanoindenter base stage, which was used to align the FIB machined specimen roofline parallel to the

3D OmniProbe flat-end diamond probe. To this end, both the specimen roof and flat-end diamond probe indent left in an

aluminum sample were scanned using the SPM function of the low-load transducer. The measured misalignment was then

corrected using the single-axis goniometric tilt stage within ±0.5 ° precision such that the load can be applied evenly along

the roofline. Once the specimen was aligned the load was applied via the 3D OmniProbe with a flat-end diamond tip using

a displacement feedback control with constant displacement rate of 100 nm/s. A few load–unload cycles of amplitude up

to 400 nm are first applied before the displacement is ramped up until fracture; this was done in order to verify the good

alignment of the specimen and smoothness of the roof sliding along the diamond probe flat-end, features that are betrayed

by a consistent friction coefficient (defined here as the lateral to vertical force ratio). After the test, the sample was removed

from the nanoindenter and carefully observed in the SEM (Zeiss Merlin, Oberkochen, Germany), notably in order to conduct

fractographic analyses of particle remnants. All C-shape tests were done at room temperature and relative humidity ≈ 50 %.

Micrometric bend beams 

Sample preparation was, up to FIB machining, identical to that followed to prepare samples for testing in the C-shape

test method: the selected particle’s sides were first machined with the FIB incident angle roughly perpendicular to the

surface of the particle that will form the beam upper surface. Subsequently, the cantilever bottom surface was formed by

FIB milling with the beam at a very shallow angle, parallel to the top surface defined by the two facets meeting at the

grain boundary (see Fig. 2 a,b). The top surface of the cantilever beam, subject to tension during the test, was left unaffected

by FIB milling. The machined cantilever beams are mechanically tested in-situ in a Zeiss Merlin 

TM (Oberkochen, Germany)

scanning electron microscope (SEM) using a FemtoTools FT-NMT03 Nanomechanical Testing System (Buchs-ZH, Switzerland)

equipped with a sharp tungsten needle mounted on the 100 mN range load cell. This nanomechanical testing apparatus is

equipped with a rotational and tilting stage, which was used to align the cantilever upper surface such that it is oriented

perpendicular to the tungsten needle axis. Cantilevers were loaded with the tip of the needle close to the cantilever far end,

using a constant displacement rate of 10 nm/s, up to failure of the beam. During the test, a video using the incorporated

option of Zeiss SmartSEM operating software, was recorded, showing the deformation and moment of fracture of the beam.

Supplementary materials 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.jmps.2017.08.005 .
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